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Simulation of DGSOI MOSFETs with a

Schrödinger-Poisson Based Mobility Model

Andreas SCHENK†a) and Andreas WETTSTEIN††, Nonmembers

SUMMARY A TCAD implementation of a quantum-
mechanical mobility model in the commercial device simulator
Dessis−ISE is presented. The model makes use of an inte-
grated 1D Schrödinger-Poisson solver. Effective mobilities µeff

and transfer characteristics are calculated for DGSOI MOSFETs
with a wide range of silicon film thickness tSi and buried-oxide
thickness tbox. It is shown that the volume-inversion related
enhancement of µeff for tSi ≈ 10 nm is bound to symmetrical
DGSOIs, whereas SIMOX based devices with thick buried oxides
limit µeff to the bulk value. The still immature technology makes
a conclusive comparison with experimental data impossible.
key words: device simulation, DGSOI MOSFET, channel mo-
bility, quantum effects, Schrödinger-Poisson solver

1. Introduction

Ultra-thin DGSOI transistors are considered as one of
the most promising devices for future VLSI. Besides
improvements in the sub-threshold behavior (reduced
short-channel effects) and a reduction of junction ca-
pacitance, a theoretical enhancement of the channel
mobility was found by some authors [1]–[4]. All these
effects result in higher speed, higher packing density,
and lower power dissipation.

Because there is a variety of mutual effects, as
quantum-mechanical confinement, sub-band splitting
induced change of occupation, and geometry effects
from gate oxide thicknesses, a simple analytical model
for the channel mobility in DGSOI MOSFETs didn’t
emerge yet. The latter was either computed as stand-
alone mobility model [1], [2], or a Monte Carlo simula-
tor was extended by scattering rates based on explicitly
calculated wave functions in the DGSOI channel [3]–[5].

Here, we present a TCAD implementation of a
quantum-mechanical mobility model in the commer-
cial device simulator Dessis−ISE. The model based on
an integrated Schrödinger-Poisson solver is applied to
DGSOI MOSFETs with a range of silicon slab thick-
ness tSi and buried-oxide thickness tbox. The main
finding is that the theoretical enhancement of effective
mobility and on-current at tSi ≈ 10 nm is bound to
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comparable thicknesses of buried and front oxides. If
tbox ≈ 100 × tox, as e.g. in the case of SIMOX wafers,
the volume-inversion related increase of the mobility
completely vanishes.

Details of the transport and mobility model are
given in Sect. 2. The simulation results for the effec-
tive mobility in symmetrical and asymmetrical DGSOI
MOSFETs as well as the simulated transfer character-
istics are presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 the simula-
tions are compared with measurements. Conclusions
are drawn in Sect. 5.

2. Transport and Mobility Model

The density-gradient model [6], [7] is used in the en-
tire MOSFET which automatically includes the gate
quantum-depletion effect [8]. A domain under the
front gate covering front oxide, buried oxide, and lowly
p-doped (1015 cm−3) silicon slab (see Fig. 1), is sub-
ject to the 1D Schrödinger solver which yields all in-
formation (eigenenergies, envelope wave functions ΨN

in quantization direction) needed for the computation
of the channel mobility. The Schrödinger equation is
solved with the density-gradient potential, hence self-
consistency with the Poisson equation is only approxi-
mate. This ‘hybrid’ approach has proven to improve
convergence at larger drain currents with only little
loss of accuracy in potential and electron density. The
density-gradient quality of the latter in a symmetrical
DGSOI with tSi = 5nm and tox = tbox = 1.5 nm is
shown in Fig. 2. Details of the density gradient model
in the device simulator Dessis−ISE[9] are described in
[6], details of the mobility model can be found in [7].

Fig. 1 DGSOI MOSFET cross section with
Schrödinger-Poisson window.
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Fig. 2 Electron density across the channel in the center of
a DGSOI MOSFET with tSi = 5nm, tox = tbox = 1.5 nm,
and 80 nm channel length. Comparison between self-consistent
Schrödinger-Poisson (symbols), density-gradient (solid), and
classical distribution (dashed).

The latter makes use of the relaxation time approxima-
tion for acoustic-phonon (ac), inter-valley-phonon (iv),
and interface-roughness (IR) scattering. In this approx-
imation the conductivity is expressed in terms of scalar
relaxation times τN [�κ],
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The multi-index N = (n, ν, σ) contains the sub-band
index n, the valley index ν, and the spin index σ, in
order to take account of quantization in z-direction. �K
is a multi-index comprised of N and the wave vector
in the xy-plane, �κ. It has to be assumed that the re-
laxation time τN [�κ] depends only on N and the energy
E = EN + Exy[�κ = 0 ] with respect to the sub-band
bottom. This makes one integration in Eq. (1) feasible
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with the nonparabolicity factor α. The matrix elements
of a scattering operator in a 2D system can be expanded
in terms of matrix elements with plane waves, the 3D
states usually assumed instead of Bloch states. In the
case of a momentum conserving operator M, the 3D
matrix elements transform into

〈�k′γ′|M|�kγ〉 = δ�k−�k′,�qγγ′M [�q γγ′
],

where γ labels the state of the system of scatterers
(phonons) and �qγγ′

the change of the momentum of
the latter due to the scattering event. Projecting the

2D states onto the 3D states one obtains
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where the JN ′N replace momentum conservation in z-
direction
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As scattering rates depend on the squared modulus of
the matrix elements and contain summations over all
momenta, the quantity
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∫
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the so-called form factor, multiplies the scattering rates
of the 2D carrier system. The explicit expressions for
the rates of ac and iv scattering as well as the analytical
formulas derived for the corresponding relaxation times
can be found in Ref. [7].

The roughness responsible for IR scattering is pa-
rameterized in the usual way by an amplitude ∆ and a
spatial correlation length Lcorr

|∆[�κ]|2 = ∆2

LxLy

πL2corr√
1 + �κ2L2corr/2

3 , (4)

which corresponds to an exponential behavior of the
spatial autocorrelation of the oxide thickness fluctua-
tions [10]. The fluctuations cause the position of the
oxide at point �ζ = (x, y) to be shifted from its mean
position at z = 0 by an amount of ∆

[
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]
. This leads

to a perturbation of the Hamiltonian δH ≈ δΦB + qδφ,
where δΦB is the contribution from the band edge jump
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and δφ is the first order correction of the electrostatic
potential. The latter is self-consistently related to
charge fluctuations δρ
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]
via the Poisson equation
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In first-order perturbation theory the induced charge is
given by
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The derivation of matrix elements and relaxation times
from Eqs. (4)–(7) is outlined in Ref. [7]. Note that in
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Fig. 3 Measured [12] versus simulated effective mobility in
bulk silicon. Parameters: tox = 2nm, NA = 1015 cm−3, other
parameters as given in Table 1.

Table 1 Parameters for the electron mobility. Dint,f and
Dint,g are the inter-valley deformation potential constants for
f- and g-type scattering, respectively.

Quantity Value Unit
∆1,2 0.32 nm
Lcorr 1,2 1.5 nm
α 0.5 (eV)−1

Dint,g 1.0 GeV/cm
Dint,f 0.2 GeV/cm
Dac/cl 12 µeVs/cm
h̄ωνν′ 60 meV

virtue of Eqs. (5)–(7) screening of IR scattering is ob-
tained self-consistently by the iteration of the system’s
first-order response to geometrical fluctuations of the
interfaces.

The mobility model neglects Coulomb scattering
at dopants in the channel and also at remote charges,
therefore it is only reliable in the on-state of the MOS-
FET, where ionized impurity scattering is screened out.
However, impurity scattering in the source/drain re-
gions is taken into account by the common Masetti
model [11]. The number of subbands is restricted to 11
in order to allow for routinely simulations. Bulk cou-
pling constants are used which reproduce the universal
mobility curve of bulk MOSFETs (see Fig. 3).

The parameters used in this paper are summarized
in Table 1. We assume equal IR amplitudes ∆1 = ∆2
at both interfaces and neglect the interdependence of
upper and lower IR scattering. In particular, the per-
turbation of the electrostatic potential caused by the
displacement of the interfaces is computed separately
for the upper and lower interface. The perturbation is
assumed to vanish at the top gate and at z = ∞ for
the top interface, and at the lower gate and z = −∞
for the bottom interface. For simplicity, the modifica-
tion of the electron density induced by the displacement
of the interfaces and the resulting modification of the
electrostatic potential is neglected, that is, screening is

disregarded. This leads to the adjusted IR amplitudes
summarized in Table 1 and to the fit for the effective
mobility in Fig. 3. As shown by Gamiz et al. in Ref. [5]
for a simplified IR perturbation Hamiltonian, the mod-
ification of the latter due to the presence of the buried
interface leads to an increase of the effective mobility in
the IR-dominated range compared to the corresponding
Hamiltonian used in bulk situations. As in their work
the thickness of the buried oxide was large, such a mod-
ification will be different for symmetrical DGSOIs. In
the light of the somewhat questionable physical mean-
ing of the commonly used IR perturbation operator and
because there are 4 adjustable IR parameters, we did
not attempt to follow the line of Ref. [5].

The remaining symbols in Table 1 have the follow-
ing meaning: Lcorr 1,2 are the auto-covariance lengths
of the roughness fluctuations (assumed to be equal for
both interfaces), α is the nonparabolicity parameter,
Dint and Dac are the inter-valley and acoustic defor-
mation potential constants, respectively, cl is the longi-
tudinal sound velocity, and h̄ωνν′ is the phonon en-
ergy involved in inter-valley scattering (Einstein ap-
proximation h̄ωνν′ = h̄ω0 used). The elastic approxi-
mation for the acoustic-phonon scattering rate and the
equipartition approximation for the acoustic-phonon
occupation probabilities have been applied, i.e. fB [�q] ≈
kBTL/h̄cl |�q|. Effective mobilities and effective electric
fields are computed in analogy to bulk MOSFETs:

µeff =
∫
dz µ [z]n [z]∫

dz n [z]
,

Eeff =
∫
dz |ẑ · �E [z]|n [z]∫

dz n [z]
,

where ẑ denotes the unit normal vector along quantiza-
tion direction z, and the interface positions are chosen
as integration limits.

3. Simulation Results

Figure 4 shows µeff versus Eeff for the symmetrical DG-
SOI (tox = tbox = 2nm). In ultra-thin Si films with
tSi < 4 nm the mobility is suppressed due to geometrical
confinement. An enhancement w.r.t. to the bulk curve
is observed at intermediate and strong fields around
tSi ≈ 10 nm (compare Fig. 3). The phonon-limited ef-
fective mobility as function of tSi shown in Fig. 5 serves
to explain the behavior in the different tSi-regions in
case of the symmetrical DGSOI. The phonon-limited
bulk values are reached for tSi > 15 nm, when the in-
teraction between upper and lower channel gradually
disappears due to the growing potential barrier that
separates the two inversion layers. The broad maxima
around tSi ≈ 10 nm are caused by the so-called vol-
ume inversion. As extensively discussed in Refs. [1],
[4], in this region the communication between the two
channels is associated with a reduction of the form fac-
tors αN ′N and, therefore, leads to an enhancement of
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Fig. 4 Effective mobility versus effective field for tox = tbox =
2nm, and various tSi. Bulk data [12] are shown for comparison.

Fig. 5 Phonon-limited effective mobility versus SOI thickness
for tox = tbox = 2nm, and various Eeff . IR scattering was
switched off.

the mobility compared to the corresponding bulk MOS-
FET. The latter was obtained from the DGSOI by re-
moving the buried oxide and changing the n+ back-gate
into a p-type substrate. Decreasing the Si thickness,
the region governed by geometrical confinement starts
at tSi ≈ 4 nm. At low and intermediate effective fields,
the mobility first sharply increases, since the average
conductivity mass is reduced by the stronger popula-
tion of the lowest non-primed ladder. With further re-
duction of tSi the growth of the form factors dominates
over sub-band splitting and population effects and the
mobility sharply drops. However, the range tSi < 4 nm
is of academic interest only, because it is (currently)
inaccessible by technology, and because IR scattering
drops the mobility below its bulk values in this region.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where IR scattering now
is included. As can be seen, the mobility enhancement
around tSi = 10nm has survived, although reduced in
size and at a much lower mobility level. These changes
obviously depend on the choice of the IR parameters.

For the mobility enhancement it is essential that
two equally filled channels can form. This is impossible

Fig. 6 Effective mobility with IR scattering versus SOI
thickness for tox = tbox = 2nm, and various Eeff .

Fig. 7 Effective mobility with IR scattering versus SOI thick-
ness for tox = 2nm, tbox = 200nm, and various Eeff .

Fig. 8 Effective mobility with IR scattering versus SOI
thickness for tox = 2nm and various Eeff and tbox.

in the more realistic case of a thick buried oxide. The
results in Fig. 7 for tbox = 200 nm show that the mobil-
ity enhancement vanishes. This case is almost identical
to single-gate SOI MOSFETs, where practically no mo-
bility enhancement was found [4].

Figure 8 compares the symmetrical with the asym-
metrical device. For our choice of ∆2 and Lcorr 2, the
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Fig. 9 Transfer characteristics at VDS = 1mV for various tSi.

Fig. 10 Decrease of the effective mobility towards its bulk val-
ues with increasing tbox for various Eeff (tSi = 10nm, tox =
2nm).

difference amounts to 6% at Eeff = 1 × 105V/cm and
to 15–16% under strong inversion. These numbers also
roughly represent the effect in comparison to the bulk
MOSFET.

The transfer characteristics in Fig. 9 confirm these
results. In the symmetrical case the on-current exceeds
two times the current of a bulk MOSFET (two parallel
channels!). At VGS = 1V a 8% enhancement on top of
that is observed for the 10 nm SOI candidate. However,
in the case of tbox = 200 nm there is only one channel
left, and due to the absence of volume inversion the
mobility can only gradually approach the bulk value,
but not exceed it.

In order to demonstrate the loss of volume inver-
sion with growing buried oxide, we plotted the effective
mobility as a function of tbox in Fig. 10. An increase
of tbox by a few nm is sufficient to halve the enhance-
ment. Figure 11 explains the situation in terms of band
edge and density. The density in the upper channel is
almost unaffected by an increase of tbox, whereas the
lower channel vanishes.

Fig. 11 Conduction band profile (left) and electron density
(right) across the Si slab for various tbox (tSi = 10nm, tox =
2nm, VGS = 1V).

Fig. 12 Comparison with experimental data. Parameters:
∆1 = ∆2 = 0.32 nm.

4. Comparison with Measurements

A comparison with (rare) experimental data [13]–[15]
is shown in Fig. 12. For these simulations, tox and tbox
were adapted to the published values. Most striking
is the discrepancy for the 5 nm SOI (700 cm2/Vs sim-
ulated versus 420 cm2/Vs measured), since one would
expect the mobility to be phonon-limited in this range.
The open circles are very recent data from a sample
with ‘poor’ buried interface [15] (measured density of
interface traps Dit = 6×1011 cm−2eV−1). For compari-
son, the same group measured a sample with tSi = 8nm
(crosses), where the buried interface had a much higher
quality (Dit = 4 × 1010 cm−2eV−1). For the same tSi,
older data [14] are significantly lower (diamonds). This
shows the dramatic influence of the quality of the buried
interface on the effective mobility. Koga et al. [15] at-
tributed the mobility degradation in case of the ‘poor’
buried interface to Coulomb scattering at charged in-
terface states.
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5. Conclusion

We have implemented a mobility model based on the
numerical solution of the 1D-Schrödinger equation into
the device simulator Dessis−ISE. Convergence is im-
proved by a hybrid technique, where the whole device
is simulated with the density-gradient model, and only
the channel mobility is computed with the informa-
tion from the Schrödinger window. We showed that
the volume-inversion related enhancement of µeff for
tSi ≈ 10 nm only occurs in symmetrical DGSOIs. Thick
buried oxides, as present in todays SIMOX technology,
prevent the inversion of the buried channel and limit
µeff to the bulk value. The comparison with published
experimental data is still hampered by the immature
technology.
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